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New Laws regarding Smoke Alarms  
On 31st August 2016 Queensland Parliament passed new smoke 
alarm legislation with a view to making Queensland homes the 
safest in Australia.  

The new legislation states that:  

 all residential accommodation must be fitted with photoelectric 
type smoke alarms 

 smoke alarms either hard-wired or powered by a 10-year    
lithium battery 

 smoke alarms located 
 on each level of living space 
 outside each bedroom and 
 in every bedroom 
 all smoke alarms should be inter-     

connected 
 
every home should have a practised escape plan. 
 

HOW THIS AFFECTS  RENTAL PROPERTIES: 

Responsibilities of Property Owners/Managers 

 install smoke alarms complying with Australian Standard 3786-
1993 outside sleeping areas and one on each level of the dwelling 

 replace smoke alarms before the end of their service life 
(smoke alarms are required to have a recommended service life 
of at least 10 years under normal conditions of use) 
test and clean smoke alarms and replace any flat or nearly flat 
batteries within 30 days of the start or renewal of a tenancy. 
Property owners/managers must not remove a smoke alarm,    
remove the battery (other than to replace it) or do anything to    
reduce the effectiveness of the alarm (e.g. paint it). 

Responsibilities of Tenants  

test and clean (by vacuuming or dusting) smoke alarms at least 
once every 12 months 

 replace any flat or nearly flat batteries 

 advise the property manager/owner if there is any issue with 
the alarm (apart from batteries) 
allow the property owner/manager right of entry to install smoke 
alarms. 
The tenant must not remove a smoke alarm, remove the battery 
(other than to replace it) or do anything to reduce the effective-
ness of the alarm (e.g. paint it). 
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Penalties apply to both tenants and property manager and owners for not complying 
with these requirements. 

There is a 10 year phased roll-out of interconnected photoelectric smoke alarms in 

Queensland that will happen over three specific periods starting from 1 January 2017.   

 From 1 January 2017  - in all new dwelling and substantially renovated dwellings (this 

applies to building application submitted from 1 January 2017)  

 From 1 January 2022—in all domestic dwellings leased and sold  

 From 1 January 2027—in all other domestic dwellings  

 

Beware of Real Estate Agent Comparison 

Websites. 

 

As reported by Sue Williams of Domain.com.au, “Real estate buyers and sellers have been 
warned to be wary of online companies promising to connect them with the best possible 
agent in their area to help with their property transactions. 

Most consumers assume the firms, once contacted, check all the agents operating in their 
suburb, carry out due diligence on them and then work out which ones best suit their 
needs. But sometimes they turn out to be simply computer programs aggregating agents in 
the suburb and passing their details and fees on with no checks or balances – and then 
claiming commission from any successful agents. 

“Some of their claims are very misleading,” says agent Doug Driscoll, CEO of real estate 

agency Starr Partners. “To read their ads, you’d assume they do all the legwork for you as 

the consumer. But most of them don’t. 

“They’re just automated systems that, once you’ve put in your details, spit out agents and 

then demand to be paid from the agents – who have often already been in touch with those 

vendors — and threaten legal action.” “ 

  



 

 

 

Common Questions Asked by Landlords 

 

Q. How can I pay my investment property of sooner?  
 
 Talk to our Property Manager regarding what improvements you can make to achieve a 
higher rent. 
 

 Pay your mortgage payments every two weeks (or twice per month) to pay off the loan  
faster. 
 
 

Q. What happens if my tenants stop paying rent?  
 
If a tenant falls behind in their rent, they are issued with a Notice of Breach advising them that 

they are behind and requesting they rectify the situation.   If the rental arrears is not paid up to 

date within a specified time, or a suitable arrangement has not been entered into for payment 

of the arrears, a Notice of Termination is then issued, requiring the tenant(s) to vacate the 

premises. 

 
Q. How can I hold onto quality tenants?  
 
It is just as important to hold onto good tenants as what it is to find the right tenants.disruptions 
in a tenancy can be costly and sometimes stressful. Good quality tenants will provide you with 
regular income as well as keep your investment property in good condition. 
 
There are three key elements to keeping good tenants:- 
 
1.  Privacy – Respect your tenants privacy. Make sure you give them their privacy so that 
 they do not feel like they are living in your home. The property has to feel like their home. 
 
2. Attention – Whilst respecting their privacy, you must still ensure that you attend to any 

repairs and/or maintenance issues promptly. They should not have to be continually 
chasing you to attend to a repair. 

 
3. Appreciation- Showing a good tenant appreciation goes a long way. Something as simple 
 as a Xmas card or a small gift around the holiday season  shows your gratitude and can 
 help create a bond of loyalty between yourself and your tenant. 
 

 



 

Q. How can I increase the rent from my investment property?  
 
 Review your rent -  the rental market can change quite often.  Fluctuations in vacancy rates and 
median rents can all impact on how much you can charge for your property.  Review your rent on a 
regular basis to meet the market.  Obtain a rental appraisal from an agent. 
 

 Freshen up your property – The key to ensuring that your property continues to be rented is to 
keep it in good condition.  Ensure that maintenance on the property is kept up to date, and at the 
end of a tenancy you can take advantage of this time to give your property a fresh coat of paint,   
replace carpets if needed and give the gardens an overhaul.   This will not only make your property 
more attractive to potential tenants, but will also add value and may even allow for an increase in 
rental. 
 

Q. What are some common mistakes landlords make?  
 
While managing the property yourself may save you on Property Management fees, it can also be 
very costly if you start making mistakes. 
 
Some of the most common mistakes made by landlords are as follows:- 

 Access – Failing to give the tenant the correct Notice.  Most entry notices require 24 hours notice 
to be given to the tenants in the prescribed form.  However tenants must be given at least 7 days 
notice for a general inspection.  
 

 Bonds – Some landlords ask for more than 4 weeks Bond and fail to lodge the rental bond with 
RTA within the prescribed time limit.   This is an offence and the landlord may be fined for this 
breach. 
 

 Use of proper documentation – Some landlords fail to put a written tenancy agreement in place 
or complete entry and exit condition reports.  This leaves the owner at risk in the event of a dispute 
with the tenant. 
 

 Charging for Water – A tenant may be charged for water provided: 
 

 The property is individually metered 
 

 The property is water efficient if it meets the minimum water efficient standard in respect of     
Internal Cold water taps and mixer taps/Showerheads/toilets. Property owners should be able to 
demonstrate the presence of water efficient fittings and where it is unclear they will need to provide a 
plumbing report. 
 

 The tenancy agreement states the tenant must pay for water consumption 
 
 
The tenant cannot be charged for Sewerage or water supply 
 
 
 
For more answers to your questions click on this link 

http://www.eatonandascot.com.au/landlord-q-a-cont


 
 
RECIPE CORNER 

Cherry Semifreddo  

 

Disclaimer:   All information contained in this newsletter has been referenced from CoreLogic, Domain and other industy professionals.  Eaton&Ascot does 
not warrant it’s accuracy or completeness. To the full extent allowed by law, Eaton&Ascot excludes all liability for any loss or damage suffered by any per-
son or body corporate arising from or in connection with the supply or use of any part of the information in this publication. Eaton&Ascot recommends that 
individuals undertake their own research and seek independent financial advice before making any decisions  

Ingredients  
150g Crushed Oreo Cookies  

350g Cherries  

75g Unsalted Butter  

255g Caster Sugar  

1 Lemon  

4 Large Eggs  

250ml Double Cream  

250g Cream Cheese  

50g Dark Chocolate  

Serves 10 Cooking Time: 10mins Prep Time: 50mins   Freeze Time: 6 hours 

Directions   
Preheat oven to 180˚C. Blitz Oreo cookies in food processor until fine crumbs form. Melt 
butter in small pan over low heat and stir in the Oreo crumbs and a pinch of salt. Press 
the mixture into small baking dish measuring roughly 15x20 cm. Bake in oven for 10-15 
minutes until golden and firm. Once cooked leave aside to cool. Meanwhile, destone 
and halve the cherries and place in a small pan with 200g of the sugar. Finely grate the 
lemon rind and add to the pan along with the juice of half a lemon and place over       
medium—low heat.    Gently bring to the boil and then reduce the heat to low and     
simmer for 7-8 minutes, or until    softened and syrupy. Leave to cool completely, then 
process two thirds of the mixture into     puree. When you are ready to assemble the     
semifreddo, separate the egg whites and yolks into 2 large mixing bowls and pour       
double cream into a third bowl. Whisk double cream to soft peaks and beat in all the 
cream cheese. Whisk the egg yolks and remaining caster sugar until creamy and pale. 
Whisk the egg whites with a pinch of sea salt until stiff peak forms. Gently fold the egg 
whites into the egg yolks, using a large spoon so the mixture stays as light as possible. 
Beat a large    spoonful of the egg mixture into the cream cheese mix to loosen it a little, 
then carefully fold through the remaining egg mixture. Swirl through half the pureed 
cherries and crumble in most of the Oreo mixture in large and small pieces , then fold 
through most of the while cooked cherries. Spoon the semifreddo into a 1 1/2 litre       
ceramic bowl, then  crumble over the remaining Oreo and swirl through most of the     
remaining puree. Place the dish in the freezer for at least 6 hours. When you’re ready to 
serve, dip the bowl 2/3 of the way into a large bowl of just boiled water being careful not 
to submerge the bowl completely. Hold until you start to see the semifreddo loosen from 
the sides of the bowl. Place a cake stand or plate upside down on top of the bowl and 
quickly flip over, holding one hand on the bowl and one hand on the cake stand/plate. 
Your       semifreddo should come out in a perfect dome shape. Top with the remaining 
puree and cooked cherries and shavings of dark chocolate and you are ready to serve.  
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